HEALTHCARE reform creates an unprecedented opportunity for anesthesiology departments and practice groups to advance quality in perioperative care. Payment reform and the move toward accountable care organizations and other integrated delivery systems enable a renewed focus on improved patient outcomes and interdisciplinary collaboration to achieve high-value care that is safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, and equitable. Anesthesiology is well positioned to lead perioperative transformation toward these aims, building on the profession’s historic achievements in reducing mortality through improved monitoring, safer drugs, simulation-based crisis training, technological inventions, and approaches that consider both targeted practice and culture such as those that have reduced central line–associated bloodstream infections. Rovenstine lecturers and other anesthesia leaders have ably pointed to future opportunities by capitalizing on remarkable innovations, envisioning new models of care such as the perioperative surgical home, and viewing anesthesiologists as “medical shepherds of patient safety through the perioperative period.”

However, few empirical studies provide guidance on how departments and practice groups might test or implement these innovations in a practical way and at the sustainable organizational or system level that will be needed under reforms such as accountable care organizations and bundled payment arrangements. Improvement efforts in health care have been focused largely on discrete projects but often not on system-level change, different sites vary substantially in the levels of success that they are able to achieve despite using similar improvement processes, and factors that reliably predict favorable improvement outcomes remain elusive. For example, success factors for the “Matching Michigan” central-line infection initiative in the United Kingdom appear to be different from those of the original “Michigan Keystone” project.

Establishing a robust infrastructure to support systems thinking and organizational learning may be a helpful but easily overlooked element in undertaking improvement efforts. In a landmark paper nearly 50 yr ago, Donabedian pointed out the need to consider not only processes but also structure (e.g., setting, administrative structure, and operations) in understanding achievement of healthcare outcomes. The Institute of Medicine recommends a “learning healthcare system” to attain best care at lower cost.

A research-based model of the relationships between organizational learning and performance outcomes (fig. 1) provides guidance in establishing both infrastructure and processes for improvement. First, leadership that reinforces learning requires inviting input, listening attentively, responding appropriately, and providing the time, resources, and venues needed to systematically address challenges and reflect on ways to constantly improve performance. Second, a supportive learning environment with psychological safety is essential. In such an environment, department and practice group members, as well as all members of the perioperative team, find it easy to speak up, talk about problems, and share rather than hoard information. Improvement processes, and factors that reliably predict favorable improvement outcomes remain elusive. For example, success factors for the “Matching Michigan” central-line infection initiative in the United Kingdom appear to be different from those of the original “Michigan Keystone” project.

A research-based model of the relationships between organizational learning and performance outcomes (fig. 1) provides guidance in establishing both infrastructure and processes for improvement. First, leadership that reinforces learning requires inviting input, listening attentively, responding appropriately, and providing the time, resources, and venues needed to systematically address challenges and reflect on ways to constantly improve performance. Second, a supportive learning environment with psychological safety is essential. In such an environment, department and practice group members, as well as all members of the perioperative team, find it easy to speak up, talk about problems, and share rather than hoard information.
Differences of opinion are welcome, people value new ideas, and the department provides structure and time to invest in improvement. Engaged, empowered patients and families are vital members of the continuously learning care system. Third, these leadership and learning environment characteristics contribute to the department’s ability to put in place effective, concrete learning processes and practices. These processes include trying out new ideas; developing a robust measurement and analysis system; carrying out ongoing training; and providing forums to review results, celebrate successes, and transfer information and new practices internally and externally.

In 2010, for example, our anesthesia department used these three building blocks to establish an infrastructure called Partnerships for Perioperative Performance Excellence (P3E) that serves both internal and interdepartmental aspirations. By pushing back the operating room start time by 30 min each Tuesday, anesthesiologists, surgeons, nurses, and others gain protected time at the start of the day once each week to advance quality and outcomes for patients, to accelerate learning and innovation, and to foster mutual joy in work. This P3E platform simultaneously supports: interdisciplinary chartered teams that meet weekly for 90 days to achieve specified goals; joint anesthesia-surgery division meetings; and anesthesia faculty development series on leadership, scholarship, learning and teaching, and clinical innovation. Mindful of Kotter’s advice on leading change, we approached the leadership that reinforces learning building block by engaging a steering committee or “guiding coalition” comprised of chiefs and senior leaders in anesthesia, surgery, nursing, orthopedics, and obstetrics and gynecology that began by creating “short-term wins.” This group endorses and actively supports the interdisciplinary improvement teams, providing a steering committee sponsor for each team who ensures that barriers to success are managed at a high level. Within the anesthesia department, leadership includes an advisory council of faculty selected by their peers, input from vice chairs and division directors, and opportunities for staff to colead interdisciplinary teams. Leaders listen and learn from staff, a Patient and Family Advisory Council, and patients who volunteer to serve as team consultants. Recognizing the increased need for leadership development in the environment of healthcare reform, we created a pilot Leadership in Anesthesiology course with Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Sloan School of Management faculty for seven regional anesthesia departments focused on organizational function, systems learning, and change management. Departmental leaders draw on frameworks and tools from the balanced scorecard and Baldridge Performance Excellence Program to align strategy and goals internally and with the medical center and its affiliates to balance focus on patients and other stakeholders, and to integrate measurement, operations, and results.

Initial resistance to untried approaches can be expected at the outset. However, by making all participation voluntary, soliciting and acting on ideas for improvement from the front line, reinforcing a climate of learning rather than blame, and providing quarterly sessions where chartered teams and division leaders discuss their approaches and celebrate results, we strive to create a supportive learning environment through P3E. An “all teach, all learn” philosophy, periodic needs assessments, anonymous surveys, and an online “Ask the Chief” Web site also support this building block.

Leadership and the learning environment support the third P3E building block, learning processes and practices—the vital process of actually doing the work in iterative manner that embeds learning in everyday practice. Each chartered team is coled by an anesthesiologist, a nurse, and a surgeon, and is supported by a trained facilitator. The steering committee sets the team goal (chosen from proposals from front-line staff) and chooses the tripartite team leaders, these team leaders select members to include relevant expertise and stakeholders from across the institution, and team members refine and focus the aims on achievable and meaningful outcomes for the 90-day cycle. Teams experiment with potential solutions using common quality improvement tools. To spark curiosity and innovation, a discovery subgroup from each team benchmarks another site. In parallel to the work done by chartered teams, clinical divisions set and align annual clinical and education targets as well as joint goals with their respective surgical colleagues.

In the first 3 years, the P3E infrastructure has cultivated leadership and enabled collaborative process improvements in quality and safety, efficiency, and patient and family experience, all key goals in healthcare reform. More than half of our 71-member clinical faculty have held new leadership...
roles. To date, among 400 chartered team members, 37% have been nurses, 25% anesthesiologists, 23% surgeons, and 16% individuals from other specialties. Examples of results achieved by the first 26 teams include implementation of best practice guidelines for perioperative thoracoabdominal aneurysm management, design and implementation of perioperative computerized physician order entry, creation of monthly simulation-based team training, reduction in turnover time for robotic cases from 61 to 48 min with reduced instruments opened by 53%, reorganization of preoperative patient flow with resultant elimination of 1,200 wasted annual miles of staff walking, and 13 percentage point improvements in on-time case start rates. We attribute these advances not to PSE specifically but to the establishment of an improvement infrastructure that is adapted to local context and includes evidence-based elements capable of supporting learning and improvement.

Although departments struggle with means to “create culture” to facilitate improvement, we find instead that establishing infrastructure and systematic processes that support interdisciplinary learning and improvement engenders an increasingly receptive culture. Regardless of what quality goal or practice model a department, practice group, or hospital envisions to prepare for and lead reform efforts, a solid platform to support learning and improvement is invaluable. As one anesthesiologist noted, “Instead of pointing fingers at each other, we are sitting down and saying, ‘We can figure out how to improve this together.’ It’s a mindshift.”

In summary, the evolving healthcare environment presents anesthesia departments and practice groups with broadened opportunities to collaborate, integrate care, and lead in making a positive difference clinically and institutionally. By creating an interdepartmental infrastructure that enables organizational learning, anesthesia departments can spearhead efforts to rapidly test, implement, and sustain fresh ideas, accelerate the pace of improvements that matter to patients, and foster the agility needed to contribute and thrive in a rapidly changing healthcare environment.
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